
Subject:	Air Traffic Management Advisor Messages

To:		Members of the NAS Status Information Subgroup

From:		Kevin Kollmann, David Smith

Date:		May 5th 1997


1.	Name of Item

ATCSCC Air Traffic Management Advisor Messages 
Collaborative Advisory 
Weather Re-Route messages

2. Description of Item
Textual data being sent to the airlines by ATCSCC concerning some type of action that will be taken by ATC to manage traffic in the terminal and en-route environment.  These items would include the following.
A.	Station / Area and Date/Time issued in UTC/GMT 
B. Type of ATCSCC initiative
	Ground Delay program for weather, facilities, or other reason.
	Ground Delay program expected average delays. 
	Equipment included in the program.
	Ground Stop
	Blanket Program
	Blanket programs length of increase or reduction in time.
	Extension of a Ground Delay Program
	Extension of a Ground Stop
	Missile Launches
	Airport conditions
	Severe weather reroutes
	ATC Facility outage
C. Centers that are effected by the action.
D. Why the action is being taken.
	Airport conditions
		Winds
		Visibility
		Ceilings
		Construction
		Aircraft incident on the field
		Facility Outage
	Enroute Conditions
		Missile Launch
		SUA status
		Reroutes due to TRW
		Reroutes due to Turbulence
		Facility outage
		Excess Demand on a sector, center, or fix
E. The number of the program for that station (1,2....99) for the ZULU day the program begins
	This number is useful for the computer to detect missing program messages and
	possibly automatically retrieve a missing message
F. DDHHMM= Month / Day / Hour / Minute the program will be in effect
G. DDHHMM= Month / Day / Hour / Minute the program will terminate
H. AVG    = Average delay expected during the program
I. AAR    = Airport Arrival Rate upon which the program is based.
J. Exemptions to the program( Time, Specific flts(by carrier), Specific airports).   
K. Current airborne holding estimates as well as expected airborne holding planned into the 
delay program if any.
L. Free Text (limited to so many characters) ARINC only allows 64 characters a line.


3. Benefits

This information would filtered by the airline and rebroadcast to the Dispatcher, Customer Service, Reservations,  Crews,  Management, and anyone else needing information concerning the daily operation of the airline.  Air Traffic Facilities that need information concerning ATCSCC initiatives. 

This information can be stored and filtered allowing the airlines and ATC to get the right information to the right people.  


Presently this information is being inefficiently communicated.  Continuous changes in the NAS cause for a large volume of these messages to be sent daily.  Trying to keep track of this information is difficult for the airlines and ATC.  Many flights are held on the ground by the airlines and ATC after restrictions have been lifted because this information is not communicated effectively. Currently the system depends on users and ATC facilities manually tracking and updating the state of the NAS using freeform text messages and verbal communications.  

The benefits to this information would be to improve on efficiency by reducing unnecessary delays.   With standard message formats the airlines and ATC could store and filter this information to support many existing systems.  An airline could automatically generate a message to the cockpit advising the pilot that ATCSCC has lifted a ground stop.  ATC could build and maintain a display that would automatically display all current Traffic Management. Both ATC and the users would be able to insure the appropriate people had the correct information at the right time.

4. Source of the Data

Presently this information is being input by the ATCSCC in a free flow text format message which is then sent to the users via ARINC/SITA/AFTN.  There is already an ATCSCC project to create a formatted screen to input this data.

5. Nature of the Data

These messages are text messages  and are usually less than 1024 bytes.  They are only created and transmitted when an event occurs.  This information is based on the decisions that are being made by the ATCSCC specialist who then creates the message.

6. What Must be Done to Get this Data on AOCNet?

To what current or planned system must AOCNet be interfaced?  

The ATCSCC computer system for creating and transmitting these messages must be connected to the ETMS “E-mail” system.

What manual data entry would be needed?  

The ATCSCC specialists already enter this data into a free text message. Using defined format message shells will reduce the time it takes the specialist to enter the information.

What other actions would be necessary to get this data on AOCNet?

Message formats must be defined with easily parseable fields so that users and ATC facilities can create software to read, store, and pass on this information.

When could this data be available digitally so it could be placed on AOCNet?

This data will be available digitally as soon as the connection is made and the message formats are created.

7. Other Issues.

	A database of current advisories that are in effect could be created at the ATCSCC which would allow internet access by all users and ATC Facilities. Users could create software to access this database directly. This would allow non-participants in CDM better access to ATC advisories as well as offering CDM participants a current database to insure all advisories were received.



